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1. Introduction

Let C be the unit circle and D be the open unit disk in the complex
plane, and suppose that -O is a subset of C. In 1954, Bagemihl and Seidel

[1] proved a general theorem on cluster sets which enabled them to derive
the following result [, p. I92, Theorem 3]:

A necessary and, sutficient conditi,on that there eri,st a functi,on, hol,ornorgthi,c

'in D, that i,s uniformly bounded, on the rad,ii, termi,nati,ng i,n the poi,nts of E
but has no radial,limi,t whateuer, is that E be nowhere d,ense on C.

They were then naturally led to ask the following question:
What i,s a necesser7 ancl suffi,ci,ent condi,ti,on tluat there eri,st a tunction,

holomorphi,c in D, th,at i,s uniformly bound,eil, on tlte rad,ii, termi,nati,ng i,n the
poi,nts of E but has no rad,i,al li,mit at any poi,nt of E?

They made the conjecture (unpublished) at that time that such a
condition was that E be of Lebesgue nl,ea,sure zero on eaerA arc of C on whi,ch
E i,s eaergwhere d,ense.

That this is a reasonable conjecture is apparent from the following
considerations. First of all, the necessity of the condition follows immediately
from X'atou's theorem. The su{ficiency of the condition is also readily
established for two special cases: (i) .E is of measure zero, and (ii) .E is
nowhere dense. In case (i), Lusin and Prirvaloff have shown [9, pp. 156-159]
that there exists a bounded holomorphic function in D having no radial
limit at any point of E. In case (ii), if -E denotes the closure of .8, then it
follows from [I, p. 190, Corollary Z]lhat there exists a function, holomorphic
in D, that is uniformly bounded on the radii terminating in the points of
E, bul whose radial cluster set at every point of .E is the unit, circle. By an
appropriate combination of these two examples, it, is possible to prove the
sufficiencv of the condition for more general cases, but apparently not in
general.

The purpose of the present pa,per is to establish the truth of the con.
jecture in its full generality. This is accomplished hy constructing a Jordan
currze JC C U D, with E c J, in such a way that the interior A of J
is star-shaped with respect to the origin (0 € /), and under a conformal
mapping of / onto the unit disk, the set, .E corresponds to a set of measure
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zero on the unit circle. Then essentially the aforementioned example of Lusin
and Priwaloff is transplanted to /, and finally the desired holomorphic
function is obtained in all of D by meaos of an approximation that, is also

of independent interest.
The Jordan curve J turns out to be useful for another purpose. X'or if

we take .E in particular to be a perfect nowhere dense subset of C of
positive measure, and denote by Å' the exterior of. J, Ll.r,er. if A' is
mapped conformally onto the unit disk, it' is not difficult to see lhat E
corresponds to a set of positive measure on the unit circle, whereas we have
already noted that if / is mapped onto the unit disk, .E correspond.s to a
set of measure zero on the unit, circle. Such an example has been given by
Lohwater and Seidel [8], but in their example, no point of E is finitely (or
rectifiably) accessible from /, whereas in our example every point of ,I is
rectilinearly accessible from A as well as from .4'.

In the final section of this paper, an example is given of a Jordan curve
./, withinteriordomain A and exteriordomain /', andasubset H of J,
with the property that 0 e A, Å is star-shaped with respect to the origin,
and in fact every point of J is radially accessible (through /) from the
origin, and if A and A' are mapped conformally onto the unit disk, the set
ä corresponds to a set of me&sure 0 and 22, respectively, on the unit
circle.

We also give an example of a Jordan curve J, with interior domain J
(0 e A), and a subset K of J of positive area (two-dimensional Lebesgue
measure), such that if zi is mapped conformally onto the unit disk, the set

-K corresponds to a set of measure zero on the unit circle. Such an example
has been given by Lohwater and Piranian [6], but in their example, no
point of K is finitely accessibie from /, whereas in our example every
point of ./ is uniformly finitely accessible (through /) from the origin.
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[Theorem 7. Let E be a subset of C. Then in order that there eri,st a

function, holomorphi,c in D, that is uniformly bound,ed, on the radii termi,nating
i,n the poi,nts of E bu,t has na rad,i,al,l,i,mi,t ot any point of E, i,t is necessary and,

su,ftici,ent that E be ol Lebesgue nxea,s'ure zero on eaery arc on uhich it i,s

eaerywh,ere dense.

Proof. The necessity of the condition clearly follows from X'atou's
theorem.

Suppose now that E satisfies the condition. Let, i 7") be an enumeration
of the (possibly only finitely many) components of C -.8. X'or each Vo,

2. Outline of proof of conjecture
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let G" b" an open arc of C such that G^cVn, and set G:l)G^,
tr'oranopena,rc y of. C andarealnumber r(0<r< l), let

B(z, r) : {pe" ir < g q L, ei' ey\, y(r) : {rei" : ei' ey).

Choose a sequence {r-} such that 0 < r*< r^+t< I (m 21) and limr^
_1
- 

I.

We shall construct a domain /, which will be D minus certain of the
sets §(G,, r-) and which will be bounded by a Jordan curve J, such that
under a conformal mapping q of A onto {lw'l< 1} (: D'), the subset
E of. J wilI correspond to a set E' on {lta'l :1} (: C') of. measure
zero. Suppose for the moment, that this has been done, and let h be a
function, bounded and holomorphic in D', such that for each 6 e E' arrd
for each &rc o at ( (o c D' and o U {6} is a Jordan arc), the diameter
ofthe cluster set of /a on o at, ( is gteater t}nan2 (the existence ofsuch an
h can be estahlished by meäns of a simple elaboration of the Lohwater-
Pjranian version [7, p. 11, fheorem 4] of the Lusin-Priwaloff example [9,
pp. 156-1591, or most' simply and directly by referring to an elegant
version of this example given by W. Schneider [10]). Let g(z) : h(g(z))

@eÅ). Then for each CeE, the oscillation of g at 6 on the radius
terminating at 6 is greater tharr 2. We shall construct a function /, holo-
morphic in D, such that

ll@)-g(z)l<l tf. ze{rei':0(141, etueBl .

It is clear thaf I will then have the desired properties.

3. Construction of /

We repeatedly use the following lemma of Löwner-Montel (see [3, p. 36]):
Buppose thnt A0\ i,s the i,nteri,or oJ a Joril,amcurue Jo (j:1,2) anil,

thnt o e Åo c /@. Let qG) be a conformal, mappi,ng ol Ad) onto D
with gu)101 :0, B be a Borel subset of Jo nJ(4, q,nd, so) be the subset

,f C that aorrerytond,s to B under Eo. Ttr"n m(B{r)1Sm1st'11 Qohere
m d,enotes Lebesgue measure).

Let U be the interior (relative ro C) of the closure E of E. Then
m(E fi U) : 0. Thus .E fl f/ corresponds to a set of measure zero under
a conformal mapping onto D' of any domain which is D minus certain
of the sets §(G,, r-) and which is bounded by a Jordan curve. Ilence we
need to require of / only that E - U correspond under g to a set of
measure zero.
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The «lomain / wrll be defined as [he intersection of a sequence {A*).
Let rn denote a fixed natural number. It is easy to see, by means of the
extended maximum principle for harmonic functions, that we can let 6

be a positive number such that, if 7 is a,n open arc of C with length less

than 2ä, then the harmonic measure of. y(r^l U y wibh respect to §(7, r-)
is less than llm at each point of y(r*+r). Let U' : C - G, and let

{t}.} be an enumeration of the (possibly only finitely many) components of
a'. Since each open arc of C intersects G U U', we can determine a
natural number z, such that each open arc of C with length di3 intersects

no

either G or (.t Uj. Chooseopenarcs Ui of C (n:1,...,20) suchthat

U':) U: ^ä'
rn(U*) < Llm, where (u'; - u:)

Choose a finite covering of G by open arcs (of C) intersecting G, each
with length less than ö/3, and Let. n, be a natural number such that, each
of these open arcs intersects one of the sets G, , . . . , Gn,. Let n, be a
natural number such that nr2n, and for each n:L,..,stls; each
component of Ui - U, irrtersects one of the sets G, , . . . , Go". Set

n2

A,*:D US(Gn,t*),
n:L

no(J*- U
n:L

and let {p,n be a conformal
We prove that under g*, E
less than (2n * L)lm.

fLz

UG,
n:L

J.,et G* be the (possibly empty) union of the components of C

with length less than 2d. Denote by u lhe harmonic measure of G* with
respect to Å^. If 7 is a component of G*, then again by the maximum
principle, at each z€B(y,r^), u(z) is less than the value at z of tLLe

harmonic measure of. y(r^) U 7 with respect to §(7, r-); inparticular,this
holds for ze y(r**r), so that, u(z)< llm if ze y@^+r), because of the
choice of ö. Thus, by the maximum principle, u(0) < Ilm. Therefore,
under g-, Gt* corresponds to a set on C' of measure less than 2nlm.

We now prove that all points of E - U, v'ith the exception of at, most
enumerably many, are in U* U G*. Note first that the set (E - U) -
(G - G) is at most emrmerable, since any accumulation point of E - a
isin d-G. Supposethat 6 isapointof G-G thatisnotanendpoint
of any of the arcs G, or U'.. We prove that 6 € U* U G*. Let y' be an
open arc of C with length ö and one end point {. Then, because of the
choice of ns, the open arc y" with length ö13 ttlat is the middle third of 7'

mapping of A* onto D' with g-(0) _. 0.

U correspond.s to a, set, on C' of measure
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intersects either G or ö O:. If y" intersects G, then one of the sets

Gr, . .. , G,. inter.u"t, f.' rf 7' interseots uj, (l 3 n' S !p), then, since

e-d O'^,,'either C e U:, U:,, or one component of Ui' - O:' is contained

in 7' in which case one of the sets G, G,, intersects 7" Thus, either
(,e[J*, or each open a,rc with length ö and one end point ( intersects

one of thesets Gr,...,G,, (recallthat nr2nt\, inwhichcase (€G*,
n!

since ( g l) d^. Thus we have shov-n that all points of. E - [/, with the
n:l

exception of at most enumerably many, are in U* U G*'

Under g-, U* n (E - U) corresponds to a set of measure less than

lfm, and G* n (E - U) corresponds to a set of measure less than Znlm.

Hence E - a corresponds under en to a set of measure less than

(2o * L)lm. Lat a : fl /*. Then the boundary of / is a Jordan curve

J, E c J, and undär '* 
"oofor-ul 

mapping q of A onto D' with
q(0) : O, E - U corresponds to a set, of me&sure zero. Since m(E i U):
O, E n [/ corresponds under E to a set of measure zero. Therefore E
corresponds under g to a set of measure zero.

4. The approximation

we suppose, for the sake of our notation and without loss of gerrerality,

that we can associate with each G* a natural number za, such that

A - D - U,S-(G" ,t^n).

X'oreach G,, chooseanopenarc yn of C suchthat, G,cy"arldf"cV^,
and let O, be a positive number such that

1

tl, rL

Set A*-D-
J*, which we

Then H c A*.
(n 

= 
1), lim z,

U §(2" , Q,). Then the boundary of A* is a Jordan curve

orient counterclockrvise. Let

Choose a sequence {t"} such that Qr ( rn I rn+t 1 I
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Set 4,: {lzl: q) O zl*, and give the finitely many components of T,
the counterclockwise orientation. Define

Ct: J* O{lzl ( zr}, C.: J*O{r,-, { lzl { r^) (n >l).
Let the components of C, (z > l) have the orientation induced by J+.
X'or any rectifiable oriented curve l- in /, write

t f sG)I(r;z): .zni J t=oe .

I

II we approximate I (C 
^; 

z) by means of a rational function having poles only
on C^, and apply Runge's pole-pushing lemma (see [2, p. 260]), we obtain
a rational function .8,(z), with poles only in the complement of D, such
that

iL*(z) I(C,; z)i < rl2"+ 1 if | 't,
eH and n-1,2, or

e H U{izl< rn_r}andn>2.

r*) . ThenLet l"k) - Rt(z) + I(l* ; z) (le i <

lf"@) - g(z)l< tlz if z eH i{l"l< r,}.
Notethat if n' and fr arenaturalnumbers with n')n, andif lzlq r,,
then

il*' + k@) - ln' (r) I - + /( 1,,*k;z) - I(l*,;z)

n
§
/-,

J: I

\ n'ik

i I R,(z)
i j:n'+ 

'
ln'+k
I I (R,(z
I J: n'+ I

Then f i
pletes the

:--

@eD).
This com

holomorphic
roof of Theo

)

S

p

I(Ci; z))

Set f(r) - lim f"(z)
g(z)l < I if zeH.

in D and lf@
rem 1.

Remark- That this type cf approximation is possible was learned. by
J. E. McMillan under the direction of G. R,. Maclane. stebbins lrll mean-
while obtained, inclependently and by a different method, a general
approximation theorem which could be applied here to give the desired
approximation.

5. Examples in sonformal mapping

rf we take E t'o be a perfect nowhere dense subset of c of positive
measure, then it is clear from the foregoing construction of / and from
[8, p. 138, Lemma 2] lhat the following is true.
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Theorem 2. There erists a Jord,ancurue J, laitlt, J c C U D, contain'i,ng
the ori,gi,n i,n i,ts interior A whi,ch is star-shapteil wi,th respect to the ori,gin, and,

hauing a cl,osed, set E i,n conlnl,otL wi,th, C, such that i,f / and, tlw erteri,or of J
are mapped, confarmally onto the unit d,i,slc, then E correspond,s to a set of
nl,eq;ure zero anil a set of gtosi,ti,rse ruectu,re, respecti,uely, on the unit circle.

Remark. In the construction of Å* in Section 3, the points of. E - U
that, are near U require special consideration, and it' is evident how to
simplify the argument considerably if E is nowhere clense. It is easy to see,

and it will be evid.ent, from the proof of Theorem 3, that we can also require
in Theorem 2 l},at J ll C : E an«l that each point' of "I be radially
accessible from the origin.

A condensation process leads from Theorem 2 t'o the following result.
Theorem 3, There eu'ist a Jord,an curae J aontai,ni,ng the ori,gi,n i,n i,ts

interi,or / such that euery point of J i,s raili,al,l,y a,ccessi,ble from the ori,gin,
and, an I, subset H of J, with the propertg that i,f A and, the erterior
of J are mapyted, conformally ottto the uni,t di,sk, then H eorresponds to a set

of measure zero anil a set of measure 2n, respectiuely, on the uru,t ci,rcle.

ProoJ.Let {lt") be a sequence of positive real numbers such l};,et, »h,< l.
Associate with each za a positive number d, such that if rz- rt>lo"lz
(0 ( r, ( r, § I) and. Oz - Or < ö^ (@r1 @r), then the harmonic
measure of

{rn"i r:11 1r2

with respect to

{ru" i \1 r<
is less than L ln at each point of

i@t<O < @r\

rz, @r1 O < Or)

{rei': r:(rr+r)l'2, @r1 @<Or).

We define sequences {J") and {P"-r} inductively as follows. Let
Jr: C and let Io: A. Suppose that a Jordan curve Jo has been
defined such that

Jn cil -"A'ron= lrl

the interior A, of d is star-shaped with respect to 0, and "/, is a finite
union of non-radial rectilinear segments and arcs of circles with center 0;

and suppose that X"-, is a closed subset of d which is nowhere dense on
.f,. Denoteby y,^ aconformalmappingof theexteriorof J* onto {lr'l< l}
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such that ?,(.o):0, and let nn be a perfect set on Jn such that
I.-, c ?o, I. is nowhere d.ense on Jo, and

m(rp^(X,))>2o-L,

where V*(I^) denotes the subset of {lz'l : I} that eorresponds t'o X*
under g,. Take {G6} tobeanenumerationof thecomponents of J,"- Fn,

and set

Jf :{(r-h^)e'": re'"eJ,), Ct:{?-h^)r'": re'"eG*) (f >l) .

Let ko be a natural number and (Jx be an open subarc of Cf
(tc:1,. .., fuo) such that O*c Gf arrd the following conditions (i),
(ii), and (iii) are satisfied:

(i) The diameter of every component of each of the sets

(1)

and

(2)

is less than h*11.

(ii) X'or each component 7 of the set (l), there exist @, and @, such

that, 0(-@r-@r{ å, and

yc{rei": 0( r<-L, @r,1@<Or\.

(iii) tr'or each lc:1,..,,kr, the rectilinear segments ln and rh

joining the left-hand (as viewed from the origin) end points of Gn and Ut
and right-hand end points of Gr and U6, respectively, intersect J*U Jf;
only in their end points.
Denote by D* the interior of the Jord.an curve that is the union of
Gx, U*, lu and r*. Set

ån-

/^+r: o"- y:?-.
(Note that since .[', is a perfect set, the distance between any two distinct
domains D6 is positive.) Let Jn*, be the Jordan curve that is the boundary
of /^*r. This completes the definition of {,,/,} and {.t'"-r}.

We retain the notation used in the above definition, and take gn+t
tobeaconformalmapping of A.*, onbo {lr'l< 1} suchthat gn*r(0) == 0.

\Me now prove that

(3)

ko

J: UAN
k:l

ko

Jn- U Gn
k:1

m(p*+ r(.P,)) < Znln
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Denote by E an arbitrary component, of theintersectionof Å"*, an.dthe
exterior of. J!. The boundary of .E is the union of a componenb y1 of the
set (1), a component y, of l}lre set (2), and two rectilinear segments. Write

rr : suP {lzl : z Q yr), rz : inf{ lzl : z e yr} .

Then (i) implies that rz-rr>-h^|z. Let @r and @z be such that
o1@r-@r{d, and

yrc{rei": 0< r<-l, Orl@<@r}.

Then Rc{rei": 0< r<-l, @r1 @<@r\. At each point of the
circular arc

(4) Rfl{reiu i r - (rr]- rr)12, @r1 @< @z},

the harmonic measure u of the set (2) with respect t'o / 
^ *, is less than the

harmonic measure of

{rei': r:11 1r2i Or,1@<@r)
with respect to

{re": \1 rz-rz, @r1@<@r}.

Thus z(z) < lln if z is on the arc (4), and it follows that z(0) < lln.
Thus, since all points of Xo, with the possible exception of only finitely
many, are in the set (2), rve have established (3).

Define / : (1 /^, ar,.d let J be the Jordan curve that, is the boundary
of A. Then clearly every point of ,.I is radially accessible from 0. If
H : U -ä'", then H c J. Let E and rp map the interior and exterior,
respectively, of J conformally onto {lr'l < l} so that q(0) : 0 and

V(oo) : 0. By the lemma of Löwner-lIonte1 (stated in Section 3),

m(E@")) !. m(q"*r(I")) (n. å 1) .

Thus by (3),

m(E@D: lim m(q(I")): Q .

On the other hand, by first subjecting the plane to the transformation llz
and then applying the lemma of Löwner-Montel, we see that

m(ltt"(I")) < m(rp(X")) (n 1r) .

Hence

2n-

Therefore, m(rp(H)) 2n, and the proof of Theorem 3 is complete.

11

I
n,
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Remark. The foregoing constructions in Sections 3 and 5 could have been

accomplished,less simply and directly, however, by comhining geometrical
arguments with a general theorem of Lawentieff [5, p. 822, Theorem l].

Theorem 4. There erist a Jord,an curae J contai,ni,ng the ori,gi,n in i,ts

inter,ior / such that eoery point of J i,s uni,formly recti,fiably accessible

throuqh Å trom the ori,gi,n, and, a subset R of J of positi,ae area, wi,th the

property thnt i,f A i,s mapped, conformally onto the unit d,isk, then K corre-

sponds to a set of measure zero on the uni,t ai,rcle.

Proof. X'or an arbitrary (closed) isosceles right triangle T and. a positive
number e that, is less than the length of bhe h5rpotenuse H of T, consider
the open sbrip § of width e such that the straight lines on the boundary of
B are perpendicular \o H and T - B is the union of two congruent iso-
sceles right triangles. Let B.(7) be the intersection of § with the union of
H arrd the interior of T. We shall choose a, sequence {e"} of positive
numbers satisfying several restrictions, each of which will require that e^

be small. We first require {e,} to be such that the following construction is
possible.

Leb I, be the (closed) isosceles right triangle that has a diameter of the
unit circle as its hypotenuse an«l is contained in the closed upper half-plane.
Suppose that a closed. set I" has been defined so that its interior is the
union of interiors of congruent (closed) isosceles right triangles T^,i
(r: 1,...,iioij^:2"-r), and set

in
X,+t : r, - .!r^t.* (7",) .

As in Knopp's triangle corrstruction (see [4, p. 20a]), O /" is a Jordan
arc J', and if the numbers ra are sufficiently small, then J' has positive
area. Let .I denote the Jordan curve

J'l){ei": n1@12n},

and let, / denote the interior of J. It is easy to see that each point of ./'
is accessible through A from the origin by a rectifiable curve that is

composed of horizontal and vertical rectilinear segments and whose length
is arbitrarily close to unity, and every other point of "I is radially accessible

from the origin.
Define a sequence {/"} inductivel5r as follolgs:

Åt:{rrt':0< r< 1, rr<@<2"}r§,r(7r,r) ,

i izn a t
( U §,r,, + t(T zn +
\ r- 1

,rr))An*l : Å*U
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Then / - l) Å,. Lel J^ be the Jordan curve that is the boundary of /*,
and let E, and g be conformal mappings of /. and /, respectively,
onto {lz'l< 1} with g,(0) :0 and 9(0) : 0. Now fix the sequence

{e,} solhat J haspositiveareaandforeach n and k:1,.,.,n, theset

Jn fi

comesponds under pn to a set on llz'l: r) of measure less than 112".

Note that each component of J* i Å is the intersection of Ju arrd one of
the sets Buro*r(Tro*r,) (n ) /r). Hence,under gn, J* O.4 correspondsto

a set of measure less than ll2o-', and Jr, O./ corresponds to a set of
measure greater than 2n - (Ll2k-t). By the lemma of Löu'ner-Montel,
J* i J corresponds under g to aset, of measure greater lhan 2n - (llzn-').
Therefore, under g, the set

which has zero area, corresponds to a set of measure 2n, and the set

K : J - ,8, which has positive area, correspontls to a set of measure zero.

This coropletes the proof of Theorem 4.

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
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